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To claim Val Harding is a woman of destiny might 
be a little presumptuous, but when she first 
launched her idea of supplying hotels with quality 

bath and body care products, she went straight to a highly 
demanding market – servicing the guest amenity needs of 
luxury hotels.

Following her relocation to Australia, and opening her new operation, 
International Interior Images in the Melbourne suburb of Balwyn in 
1998, Val was working without a ‘safety’ net or any local contacts, but 
her tenacity, personality and sheer hard work would ensure her initial 
and continued success in this field.

Having travelled widely, appreciating what the best hotels overseas 
had to offer, Val believed she knew exactly the type of in-room 
amenities guests were coming to prefer when staying at luxury hotels 
– also recognising that complacency was not an option in this most 
demanding sector of the market. 

She began importing Gilchrist & Soames toiletries from the UK, 
followed by the high-end Molton Brown brand. Further development 
included the production of customised ranges and the introduction 
of Australian-made products, including Val’s own iconic “Serendipity” 
collection, which also offers a selection of turndown and VIP gifts.

Her business gradually outgrew that Balwyn address, with Interior 
Images relocating in 2006 to purpose-designed and built offices in 
Port Melbourne. By that time Val’s daughter Kate, had come on board 
to work closely with her mother in learning all about the business. 
These days Kate manages the marketing activities with the Sales & 
Marketing team and is especially enthusiastic about the early success 
of her own new brand “All About Me”. In line with its philanthropic 
values, the company is now donating one cent to the children’s charity 
TLC for Kids for every tube of “All About Me” product sold. Not bad 
when you consider across the ranges they are already selling several 
million tubes of product a year. 

International Interior Images has come a long way in just 11 or so years. 
It maintains well stocked warehouses and logistics centres in Melbourne 
and Auckland and has established a world-wide distribution network 
with like-minded partners in USA, Europe and Asia. 

On a day to day basis Interior Images usually deals with Executive 
Housekeepers, Hotel GMs and Purchasing Officers. Their expanding 
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folio of high end hotel cosmetics now also includes REN and H2k 
from England, Aigner from Germany and Lather from the US. 

In 2007, Val Harding was recognised for her success when winning the 
Ernst & Young Southern Regional ‘Entrepreneur of the Year’ award. Val 
says this recognition has not happened overnight. From the outset we 
have always aimed to supply quality products at realistic prices, whilst 
delivering uncompromising standards of customer service to the hotel 
industry.  n
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